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Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Essential Oil Aroma Diffuser With Remote Control 

Model Number: AD220 Retail: $39.99   

 

Pursonic essential Oil diffuser for aromatherapy and home décor, compact Ultrasonic mini 
humidifier/air Freshener with ionizer & color-changing light with remote control 

 Brand Name:  Pursonic Model Name: Essential Oil Aroma Diffuser 

Model Number: AD400 Retail: $49.99   

 

This luxurious diffuser is great for aromatherapy as well as enhancing your home décor. 

Ultrasonic transducer vibrates at a steady and high frequency that makes the molecules of 
water and the essential oils so tiny that it is easily absorbed by the body. This creates the 

negative ions that moisturizes the air and your skin allowing you to enjoy the 

aromatherapy effectively. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: USB Powered True HEPA Air Purifier 

Model Number: AP200 Retail: $29.99   

 

Coverage up to 100 sq ft. Large filtration components allow for a more thorough and well 

rounded purifying process throughout your room. Uses True HEPA (High Efficiency 

Particulate Air) to clean out smoke, pollen, dander, hair and odor. The illuminated light will 
create a nice atmosphere in every room or car. Portable, take it anywhere, just a USB plug 

in away. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Air Purifier with 6-Pack Premium Essential Oils Collection 

Model Number: AP200.AO6 Retail: $59.99   

 

Set includes: USB Powered True HEPA Air Purifier - with coverage up to 100 sq ft. features 

large filtration components; true HEPA filtration; and illuminated night light. 6-pack 

Premium Essential Oils - 100% pure and natural. Scents include 10ML each of Eucalyptus, 
Lavender, Lemon Grass, Orange, Peppermint and Tea Tree. Just add a few drops to the air 

purifier's aroma diffuser. Also suitable for homemade cleaning products or for 
aromatherapy purposes. 
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Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Air Purifier with 6-Pack Premium Essential Oils Collection 
Model Number: AP200.AOB6 Retail: $59.99   

 

Set includes: USB Powered True HEPA Air Purifier - with coverage up to 100 sq ft. features 

large filtration components; true HEPA filtration; and illuminated night light. 6-pack 
Premium Essential Oils - 100% pure and natural. Scents include 10ML each of Breath Easy, 

Deep Muscle Relief, Detox, Good Night, Rejuvenate and Distress. Just add a few drops to 
the air purifier's aroma diffuser. Also suitable for homemade cleaning products or for 

aromatherapy purposes. 

 Brand Name:  Pursonic Model Name: 10 Pcs. of Handmade, Natural and Organic Bath Bombs 
Model Number: BBGS10 Retail: $34.95   

 

A collection of 10 unique 4.1oz Bath Bombs made with natural and organic ingredients with 
Essential Oils, Fragrance Oils. No artificial colors; washes away completely! 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Beard Care Grooming Set 
Model Number: BCGS5 Retail: $29.95   

 

Set includes: Beard Comb, Beard Oil 30ml, Beard Balm 60g and Beard Serum 30ml. Beard 
oil is deep moisturizing and smoothing and contains a variety of Vitamin E essences and 

golden jojoba oil. Quickly penetrates deep into the skin to nourish the dehydrated skin and 
can also supply skin with moisture. Firm the shape of the beard with this beard's daily 

nursing balm and keep the beard shining for long term. Beard serum can deeply clean the 

beard and the skin or beard, effectively reducing oil on the skin of the beard. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Mario Lopez Wireless Body Hair Trimmer & Shaver and 

Beard Care Grooming Kit Bundle 
Model Number: BCGS5.MLTCA40 Retail: $64.99   

 

Set includes: Mario Lopez Wireless Body Hair Trimmer & Shaver that features a cordless 

charging base; LED light for precise trimming; and precision ceramic blade. It is waterproof 

and comes with attachment comb and USB cord. Beard Care Grooming Kit includes Beard 
Oil (30ml) deeply moisturizes your beard with a blend of Vitamin E essences and golden 

jojoba oil; Beard Balm (60g) firms and shapes your beard while keeping it shiny; Beard 
Comb; and Beard Serum (30ml) deeply cleanses and hydrates your beard and skin. 
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Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Ultimate Beard Care Kit: Grooming Essentials for a 
Perfect Beard. 

Model Number: BCGS5.NT9190 Retail: $29.99   

 

Set includes: Nose and Ear Hair Trimmer that comfortably removes nose, ear and 
unwanted facial hair while also detailing beard and eyebrows. Features dual-edge blades 

and uses 1 AAA battery (not included). Also includes Beard Care and Grooming Set - 1 
beard comb; 30ml beard oil moisturizes and smoothes the beard; 60g beard balm firms the 

shape of the beard; and 30ml beard serum deeply cleans and prevents dryness and itching 

of the beard. 

 Brand Name:  Pursonic Model Name: Back Health Essentials Kit: Multi-Level Stretch & Posture 

Perfection. 
Model Number: BS180WH.PC36 Retail: $44.99   

 

Elevate your back health with our ultimate back care duo, designed for those seeking relief 

and improvement in spinal health. This premium set includes a Multi-Level Back Stretching 

Device and an Adjustable Posture Corrector, each engineered for maximum effectiveness 
and comfort. Multi-Level Back Stretching Device easily adjust to three different levels and 

90 massage points. Adjustable Posture Corrector ensures your spine is aligned correctly, 
offering substantial support to the lower back. Tailored to your body and made with 

breathable materials. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: 100% Natural Coconut Milk Body Scrub 14 oz. 

Model Number: CMBS14 Retail: $16.99   

 

Pursonic Coconut Milk Body Scrub 14oz, with Dead Sea Salt, Almond Oil and Vitamin E for 
All Skin Type, Natural Skin Care Formula Helps with Stretch Marks, Eczema, Acne and 

Varicose Veins 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Makeup Essentials Bundle: Brushes, Wipes & Blender 

Sponge 
Model Number: COG300.MUW60.COG450 Retail: $39.99   

 

Set includes: 5-piece Studio Makeup Brush Set crafted with synthetic fibers which act as a 

self-cleaning mechanism; Makeup Removal Wipes (12 pack) effectively dissolve dirt, oil and 
makeup leaving skin refreshed and hydrated and safe for eyes; and Facial Makeup Blender 

Sponge with Stand is made from non-latex and non-allergic material is suitable for use with 
wet or dry cosmetics comes with stainless steel display stand. 
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Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Precision Perfection Bundle: Slant Tip Tweezer + Salon-
Grade Nail Care Kit 

Model Number: COG350.COG340 Retail: $24.99   

 

Set includes: Salon Grade Slant Tip Tweezer with comfortable grip have perfectly aligned 
tips so that even the smallest hairs can be easily grabbed and removed. Also includes 

Salon Grade Manicure and Pedicure Tools with stainless steel cuticle scissor with sharp 
blades cut even the tiniest cuticles with clean snip every time without pulling or tugging. 

Precision jaw design isolates the problem area and snips away cleanly. Cuticle pusher to 

push back cuticles before cutting. 

 Brand Name:  Pursonic Model Name: 300ml Handheld Fabric Fast 2 Minute Heat-up Powerful 

Travel Clothes Garment Steamer - Red 
Model Number: CS185RD Retail: $29.99   

 

Gentle on fabrics, yet works equally well on heavier materials. Specially designed for quick 

touch-ups at home or on-the-go. It features a 300ML water tank that lasts for 7-10 
minutes of continuous steaming; automatic shut-off prevents overheating; and 110 

voltage. Removes wrinkles and freshens your garments. Ideal for suits, sofas, bedding, 
curtains, carpets and more. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: 300ml Handheld Fabric Fast 2 Minute Heat-up Powerful 

Travel Clothes Garment Steamer - White 
Model Number: CS185WH Retail: $29.99   

 

Gentle on fabrics, yet works equally well on heavier materials. Specially designed for quick 
touch-ups at home or on-the-go. It features a 300ML water tank that lasts for 7-10 

minutes of continuous steaming; automatic shut-off prevents overheating; and 110 

voltage. Removes wrinkles and freshens your garments. Ideal for suits, sofas, bedding, 
curtains, carpets and more. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Car Vacuum Cleaner - Black 
Model Number: CVC288BK Retail: $29.95   

 

Featuring a compact and powerful design, this car vacuum is powered by your car's own 
charging outlet, meaning you'll never have to worry about running out of battery or getting 

tangled up in cords. The vacuum's high suction power makes it perfect for cleaning up 
crumbs, dirt, and other debris that can accumulate in your car over time. This innovative 

gadget is designed specifically for use in your car, making it easy to keep your vehicle 

clean, no matter where your travels take you. 
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Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Car Vacuum Cleaner - White 
Model Number: CVC288WH Retail: $29.95   

 

Featuring a compact and powerful design, this car vacuum is powered by your car's own 

charging outlet, meaning you'll never have to worry about running out of battery or getting 
tangled up in cords. The vacuum's high suction power makes it perfect for cleaning up 

crumbs, dirt, and other debris that can accumulate in your car over time. This innovative 
gadget is designed specifically for use in your car, making it easy to keep your vehicle 

clean, no matter where your travels take you. 

 Brand Name:  Pursonic Model Name: Hair Care and Massage Bundle: Bath Brush, Rubber 
Massager + 100% Natural Coconut Oil Hair Mask 10 Oz 

Model Number: DBH40.COHM10 Retail: $24.99   

 

Revitalize your hair and soothe your muscles. Set includes: Coconut Oil Hair Mask 10 oz. 
Paraben-free and sulfate-free, this deep conditioning mask quickly transforms damaged, 

dehydrated hair into soft, smooth and glossy locks. Ultra-hydrating properties put a stop to 

strand breakage and split ends. Bath Brush and Rubber Massager crafted from natural 
wood is perfect for relieving tense or fatigued muscles. Regular use of this cellulite 

massage tool can naturally reduce cellulite. Features rounded nodules and hand strap 
design. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Beauty Bundle - Golden Jojoba Oil & Bath Brush 

Massager 

Model Number: DBH40.JJO6 Retail: $24.99   

 

Elevate your beauty routine. Set includes: Golden Jojoba Oil 6 oz. that is cold-pressed and 
100% pure and specially formulated for dry skin or damaged hair. Ideal for all skin types it 

is ideal for addressing acne, eczema, psoriasis, scars, sunspots, dryness and more. Bath 

Brush and Rubber Massager crafted from natural wood is perfect for relieving tense or 
fatigued muscles. Regular use of this cellulite massage tool can naturally reduce cellulite. 

Features rounded nodules and hand strap design. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Nourishing Beauty Bundle: Fractionated Coconut Oil (16 

Oz) & Boar Bristle Bath Brush 
Model Number: DBH50.CNO8 Retail: $24.99   

 

Elevate your self-care routine. Set includes: Fractionated Coconut Oil 16 oz. 100% pure 
and natural ideal for moisturizing massages and aromatherapy. Perfect for nourishing dry 

skin or as a conditioner to revive dry, lifeless hair. Boar Bristle Bath Brush & Rubber 
massager is crafted from 100% natural wood with boar bristles and a rubber massager. 

Relieves tense or fatigued muscles, stimulate circulation and reduce cellulite naturally. 

Lightweight and easy to carry. Hand strap for easy use. 
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Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Natural Radiance Combo: Activated Coconut Charcoal 
Powder + 100% Eco-friendly Toothbrushes (6 Pack) 

Model Number: EFTB6.CPTW2 Retail: $24.99   

 

Embrace sustainable oral care with this thoughtfully curated set designed to leave your 
teeth squeaky clean and naturally white. Set includes: 100% Eco-Friendly Cedarwood 

Toothbrushes (6 pack) with natural cedarwood handles and soft bristles for thorough 
cleaning without irritation. Activated Coconut Charcoal Powder Natural Teeth Whitener 

enriched with grapefruit, peppermint and lemon essential oils for a refreshing experience. 

Whitens teeth without harsh chemicals. 

 Brand Name:  Pursonic Model Name: 12 Pack Aroma Therapy Essential Oil 

Model Number: EOGS1215 Retail: $29.95   

 

Made from the aromatic essences of plants, they have a remarkable ability to affect a 
person's well-being and improve the environment around them. The oils can help you 

stimulate your senses and enable you to sink into a relaxed world of serenity, healing and 

self balance. Just rub on one of these oils or pour into a bath when you need to relax, de-
stress or heighten your awareness. This Collection includes Bergamot, Coconut, 

Eucalyptus, Frankincense, Jasmine, Lavender, Lemongrass, Peppermint, Rosemary, 
Rosehip, Sandalwood, Tea Tree. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: 14 Pack of 100% Pure Essential Aromatherapy Oils 

Model Number: EOGS14 Retail: $29.99   

 

100% Pure Therapeutic Essential Oils - no fillers, additives, bases or carriers added. Set 

includes 10ml each of Bergamot, Lemon, Peppermint, Tea Tree, Cinnamon, Lemongrass, 
Rosemary, Wintergreen, Eucalyptus, Mandarin, Spearmint, Lavender, Mint, Sweet Orange. 

Uses: aromatherapy, custom massage and body oils, vaporizer, diffusion, oil burner, 

inhalation, compress, perfume, blends, spa , home care and cleaning products. Can be 
used with compatible aroma diffusers or many humidifiers, by adding a few drops of oil. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Essential Aromatherapy Oils - 14 Pack Gift Set 
Model Number: EOGS1410 Retail: $34.95   

 

Pursonic 14 pack essential oils may well be the ultimate gift from nature. Made from the 

aromatic essence of plants, they have a remarkable ability to affect a persons well-being 

and improve the environment around them. 
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Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Essential Aromatherapy Oils - 14 Pack Gift Set 
Model Number: EOGS1415 Retail: $34.95   

 

Pursonic 14 pack essential oils may well be the ultimate gift from nature. Made from the 
aromatic essence of plants, they have a remarkable ability to affect a persons well-being 

and improve the environment around them. 

 Brand Name:  Pursonic Model Name: Essential Aromatherapy Oils - 14 Pack Gift Set 
Model Number: EOGS1420 Retail: $34.95   

 

Pursonic 14 pack essential oils may well be the ultimate gift from nature. Made from the 

aromatic essence of plants, they have a remarkable ability to affect a persons well-being 

and improve the environment around them. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Radiant Beauty Bundle: Dual Sided Facial Cleansing 
Brush & Makeup Removal Wipes (12 Pack) 

Model Number: FB2AQ.MUW60 Retail: $29.99   

 

Enhance your skincare routine. Set includes: Dual Sided Facial Cleansing Brush with soft 

bristles on one side and silicone pad for exfoliation on the other is lightweight and 
portable. Great for washing makeup, massaging, acne treatment and more. Makeup 

Removal Wipes (12 pack - 720 wipes total) effortlessly dissolves dirt, oil and makeup in 

one wipe. Safe for eyes, suitable for contact lens wearers. Perfect for your daily beauty 
regimen. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Advanced Facial & Body Cleansing Brush with Extended 
Handle 

Model Number: FC190AQ Retail: $29.99   

 

Renew skin with this Pursonic Facial & Body 360° Cleansing Brush. Four brush heads work 

on face & feet, powered by a cordless, waterproof design for flexible, portable use. Pack it 
& continue your skincare routine wherever you go. 
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Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Rechargeable Epilator & Bikini Trimmer 
Model Number: FE120PK Retail: $34.99   

 

Efficient epilation system removes hair from the root. 2 speed settings allows for optimal 
performance. Close grip technology with 40 tweezers. Removes even the shortest and 

finest hairs by the root, leaving skin smooth for up to 4 weeks. Epilates multiple hair 
lengths. 

 Brand Name:  Pursonic Model Name: Rechargeable Epilator & Bikini Trimmer 
Model Number: FE140 Retail: $37.99   

 

Great for removing unwanted hair from areas such as eyebrows, lips, cheeks, ears, neck, 
underarms and bikini area. Performs great on sideburns or neck hair. 40 tweezer action 

discs to ensure rapid and non-irritating hair removal from the root for up to 4 weeks. 

Compact and lightweight design allows for easy portability. Includes comb attachment for 
2mm or 4mm length and wet/dry rinseable blades. Requires 1 MA battery (not included). 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Travel-Ready Garment Grooming Kit: Compact Lint 
Remover, Fabric Shaver & Mini Iron 

Model Number: FLS36.TI13 Retail: $34.99   

 

Set includes: Mini Portable Electric Iron designed for both steam and dry ironing. Heats up 
in 12-20 seconds and is lightweight and compact. Safe for all fabrics. Ergonomic handle for 

a comfortable grip and user friendly with intuitive controls. Fabric Shaver removes lint, fuzz 

and pillings from your cherished fabrics. Battery operated 2 AA batteries (not included). 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Facial Steamer Hot Mist Moisturizing Spa 
Model Number: FS10 Retail: $44.99   

 

Relax and indulge yourself, as luxurious micro-steam technology hydrates and purifies-the 

skin in one simple step revealing a dewy and soothed complexion in as little as nine 

minutes. Steamer opens and unclogs pores; removes dirt, oil and makeup; melts away 
dead skin cells; and makes toner, cream and other nutrients absorbable. With PTC ceramic 

heat chip, this steamer will start to put out a mass amount of mist in just 40 seconds. 
Improves circulation and helps fight acne. 
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Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Facial Steamer 
Model Number: FS18 Retail: $39.99   

 

Enhances the benefits of any skin care regime. The skin is primed for exfoliation and 
product application, accelerating the absorption and effectiveness of products that follow. 

Opens and unclogs pores. Removes dirt, oil and makeup. Melts away dead skin cells. 
Improves dullness and uneven texture. Nano steaming before skin care routine will help 

your skin absorb toner, serum and moisturizer completely. Makeup application afterwards 

will be much easier and last longer. Puts out a mass amount of mist in 40 seconds. Easy to 
carry around with handle. 

 Brand Name:  Pursonic Model Name: Advanced Facial Steamer & Hydrocolloid Pimple Patch 
Set 

Model Number: FS18.ACP120 Retail: $44.99   

 

Set includes: Deluxe Facial Steamer with adjustable steam levels engineered with the latest 
nano-ionic steam technology to emit fine mist that penetrates deep into the skin. This 

process effectively dislodges dirt, oil and other impurities of the pores reducing the 

occurrence of acne and blackheads. Versatile Hydrocolloid Pimple Patch Set (120 patches) 
in 3 sizes - regular for small, emerging pimples, large for clusters of acne and jumbo size 

for larger, more prominent blemishes. They are ultra-thin and translucent, blending 
seamlessly with the skin. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Deluxe Facial Steamer with 6 Soothing Eye Masks & 6 

Nourishing Lip Masks 

Model Number: FS18.LIPP6.EYEP6 Retail: $44.99   

 

Discover the epitome of self-care with our Ultimate Relaxation Trio. Set includes: Deluxe 
Facial Steamer engineered with the latest nano-ionic steam technology has adjustable 

steam levels and opens and cleanses pores. Soothing Eye Masks (6 pack) infused with 
calming ingredients like lavender and chamomile with a unique hydrogel formulation 

ensures maximum absorption and an instant cooling effect reducing dark circles. 

Nourishing Lip Masks (6 pack) rich in collagen and hyaluronic acid deeply moisturize and 
plump your lips leaving them soft and smooth. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Extra Extra Large Electric Heating Pad - Checkers 

Model Number: HMG2024GHM Retail: $54.99   

 

Provides effective relief from sore muscles, cramps and back pain. 3 heat settings - high, 

medium and low. Flexible micro plush adapts to your body shape for maximum effect. Can 
be used moist or dry. Cover is machine washable. Measures 20" x 24". 
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Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: 20 x 24 Heating Pad - Grey 
Model Number: HMG2024GYD Retail: $59.99   

 

Extra large 20 x 24 pad offers excellent coverage for large muscle groups. Fast-heating full 
body therapy pad with 3 temperature settings. Features super soft micro plush for 

maximum comfort; 3 heat settings; heat in seconds; 2-hours auto shut-off, conserves 
energy and prevents burns caused by excessive heating; 10-ft cord makes it easier to use 

from the your favorite bed or chair; and it is machine washable - helps maintain the beauty 

and softness for years to come. Moist heat therapy option provides deeper penetration for 
more effective muscle relief . 

 Brand Name:  Pursonic Model Name: Extra Extra Large Electric Heating Pad - Teal 
Model Number: HMG2024TLD Retail: $54.99   

 

Provides effective relief from sore muscles, cramps and back pain. 3 heat settings - high, 

medium and low. Flexible micro plush adapts to your body shape for maximum effect. Can 

be used moist or dry. Cover is machine washable. Measures 20" x 24". 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Back and Neck Massager 
Model Number: HMG410 Retail: $69.95   

 

Relieves and soothes sore muscles and stiffness. 4 powerful deep-kneading shiatsu 

massage nodes can relax and relieve pains on your neck, upper back, lower back, 

shoulders, waist, thighs, calves, foot, legs and arms and back. Built in bi-directional 
movement control mimics the motion of in-person massage experience, the shiatsu 

massager will auto-reverse every minute. Adjustable strap allows massager to be secured 
to a chair, fits perfectly behind your neck or back. Heat function gets your blood flowing 

circulating and its the ultimate relaxation. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: 3D Shiatsu Heating Back and Neck Massager 

Model Number: HMG500 Retail: $64.99   

 

Convenient solution for treating neck and back pain at home. Equipped with 8 massage 
nodes, three unique intensity levels, and customizable heat settings, this portable device 

provides targeted relief. 8 Powerful deep shiatsu kneading massage nodes. Built in 
soothing infrared heat. Auto shut off for safety. Breathable mesh fabric. Adjustable 

Intensity. This shoulder massager has 3 speed strength level, so you can personalize the 

pressure to relieve muscle pain and the long handle straps can be used to adjust the 
massage position and strength as well. 
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Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Massage Vibration Chair Cushion with Heat 
Model Number: HMG600 Retail: $64.95   

 

Enhance your sitting experience with the Pursonic Shiatsu Massager Chair Mat, equipped 
with 3-nodes, vibration, and heat. It's the ultimate solution for comfort and relaxation. The 

varying levels of heat cater to the preferences of all shiatsu chair enthusiasts! Can be used 
at home, office or even in the car! 

 Brand Name:  Pursonic Model Name: Stomach & Back Massager, 3 Vibration Levels, 3 Heat 
Settings & USB Rechargeable 

Model Number: HMG620 Retail: $59.99   

 

Massager promotes blood circulation and has 3 vibration levels. Indulge in the therapeutic 
benefits of warmth with 3 heat settings. It is USB rechargeable and has a flexible carbon 

fiber design that ensures your skin is protected during every massage. Designed to 

alleviate tension, promoting relaxation and easing the discomfort associated with muscle 
fatigue. Alleviates stomach discomfort with the specialty designed massage features that 

target and relieve tension in the abdominal area. It accelerates blood circulation and 
relieves indigestion. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Foot Spa - Blue 

Model Number: HMG700BE Retail: $49.95   

 

Vibrating bubble jets surround your feet to comfort your tired and achy heels, toes, arches 

and ankles. Changeable massage attachments provide the bottoms of your feet a massage 
and soothing relief. The heat maintenance helps maintain a warm water temperature. Tea 

Tree Oil Foot Soak is free of harmful chemicals. Rejuvenate tired, sore muscles after an 
exhausting workout. Get rid or foot odor or athletes foot that are commonly associated 

with an active lifestyle or excessive sweating. The ergonomic design helps prevent 

splashing and spills. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Soothing Foot Spa Massager with Tea Tree Salt Scrub & 
Callus Remover. 

Model Number: HMG700BE.CR3 Retail: $89.99   

 

Set includes: Foot Spa with bubble jets that delicately envelop your tired and achy heels, 
toes, arches and ankles. Changeable massage attachments provide targeted relief. Heat 

maintenance ensures consistent, warm water temperature. Splash-proof design prevents 

spills. The Tea Tree Oil Foot Soak is free of harmful chemicals and rejuvenates sore 
muscles and eliminates foot odor and athlete's foot. 3-in-1 Callus Remover features fine, 

medium and rough grinding surfaces for all your needs. A comprehensive solution for total 
foot rejuvenation. 
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Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Foot Spa - Pink 
Model Number: HMG700PK Retail: $49.95   

 

Vibrating bubble jets surround your feet to comfort your tired and achy heels, toes, arches 
and ankles. Changeable massage attachments provide the bottoms of your feet a massage 

and soothing relief. The heat maintenance helps maintain a warm water temperature. Tea 
Tree Oil Foot Soak is free of harmful chemicals. Rejuvenate tired, sore muscles after an 

exhausting workout. Get rid or foot odor or athletes foot that are commonly associated 

with an active lifestyle or excessive sweating. The ergonomic design helps prevent 
splashing and spills. 

 Brand Name:  Pursonic Model Name: Electric Heating Pad - Grey 
Model Number: HMG720GY Retail: $39.99   

 

Fast-heating, full body therapy pad with 3 temperature settings high, medium and low, 
heats up in seconds. This extra large pad (12" x 24") offerse excellent coverage for large 

muscle groups. The 2-hour auto shut-off conserves energy and prevents burns. Its 10' 
extra long cord makes it easier to use from the comfort of your favorite bed or chair. 

Features a moist heat therapy option providing deeper penetration for more effective 
muscle relief. The super soft microplush cover is machine washable. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Total Comfort Package: Neck & Shoulder Warmer + 
Electric Heat Pad 

Model Number: HMG720GY.HMG725 Retail: $94.99   

 

Set includes: Electric Heating Pad that measures 12" x 24"  features 3 temperature 
settings; automatic shut-off after 120 minutes; 10' electric cord; moist heat therapy option; 

and washable cover. Neck & Shoulder Heating Pad is made from cozy, flannel fleece and 
has 3 temperature settings; a 10' electric cord; automatic shut-off after 120 minutes; and a 

machine washable cover. Embrace the comfort of this heating pad duo. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Electric Heating Pad - Teal 
Model Number: HMG720TL Retail: $39.99   

 

Fast-heating, full body therapy pad with 3 temperature settings high, medium and low, 

heats up in seconds. This extra large pad (12" x 24") offers excellent coverage for large 

muscle groups. The 2-hour auto shut-off conserves energy and prevents burns. Its 10' 
extra long cord makes it easier to use from the comfort of your favorite bed or chair. 

Features a moist heat therapy option providing deeper penetration for more effective 
muscle relief. The super soft micro plush cover is machine washable. 
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Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Electric Neck & Shoulder Heating Pad 
Model Number: HMG725 Retail: $39.99   

 

Heat therapy for muscle pain, cramps and sore muscles in neck and back area. Perfectly 
contoured to drape comfortably around your neck and shoulders. Features 3 heat settings - 

low, medium and high; 120 minute auto shut-off; 10' extra long cord; and soft microplush 
fibers. It can be used moist and dry and cover is machine washable. 

 Brand Name:  Pursonic Model Name: Foot Spa Massager with Tea Tree Oil Foot Salt Scrub 
(Heating Function) 

Model Number: HMG750 Retail: $69.99   

 

The foot spa relieves fatigue with the heated vibrating bubble jets that surround your fee 
to to comfort you tired and achy heels, toes, arches and ankles. The changeable massage 

attachments provide the bottoms of your feet a massage and soothing relief and the heat 

maintenance helps maintain a hot water temperature. Includes Tea Tree Oil Foot Soak to 
help rejuvenate tired sore muscles and helps get rid of foot odor or athletes foot. The 

ergonomic design helps prevent splashing and spills making it easy to carry the foot spa 
without spilling.. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Wireless Muscle Stimulator Pulse Massager 

Model Number: KTR230 Retail: $30.95   

 

A wearable trainer specifically engineered to contract your abs and other specific parts of 

the body, just as you would experience in a regular workout. The high tech low frequency 
pulse relieves muscle pain while stimulating the muscle. 5 modes and 10 intensities to 

choose from. Use on all areas of your body - arms, abs, waist, neck, back, and more. 
Wearable during moderate activity. Wireless freedom to move around while receiving 

massage. Requires one 1-CR2032 battery (2 included). Do not use if you have a 

pacemaker without direction from physician. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Abdominal Muscle Toner Massager 
Model Number: KTR231 Retail: $44.99   

 

Wearable trainer was specifically engineered to contract your abs and other specific parts 
of the body just as you would exercise in a regular workout. Sends safe electrical currents 

directly to your muscles which will mimic the contractions gained in a regular workout. 

Features 6 modes and 10 intensities to feel like your personal massage therapist. Wearable 
during moderate activity. 
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Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Lip Care Power Duo: Hydrating Lip Masks (Pack of 6) 
and Automatic Fuller Lip Plumper Device 

Model Number: LIPP6.LP3 Retail: $49.99   

 

Set includes: Hydrating Lip Masks (pack of 6) designed to leave your lips supple and soft 

while improving fine lines. Collagen and lavender oil make an ideal lip moisturizer for long 
lasting hydration. Automatic Fuller Lip Plumper Device a lightweight, handheld device has 3 

power settings and an intelligent deflated design to prevent bruising. It features a 

contoured mouthpiece/ LED light indicator; push-button control; and USB charging cable. 
Place device over mouth. Allow suction for 2-5 minutes. Repeat 3-5 times per day up to 6 

weeks. 

 Brand Name:  Pursonic Model Name: Ultimate Skincare Bundle: Lip Care, Acne Solution, and 

Advanced Cleansing 
Model Number: LM2.ACP120.FC180AQ Retail: $49.99   

 

Set includes: Lip Sleeping Mast (2 pack) Cherry Blossom & Berries - Formulated with 
natural ingredients, these lip masks deeply hydrate, exfoliate, and repair your lips while 

you sleep. Hydrocolloid Pimple Patch (120 count) - 3 different sizes offer convenience for 
on-the-go acne management. Soft flexible material provides a protective barrier against 

dirt and bacteria. Advanced Facial and Body Cleansing Brush includes 4 multifunctional 

brush heads for body cleansing, facial skin cleansing, exfoliation and makeup removal. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Automatic Fuller Lip Plumper Device 

Model Number: LP3 Retail: $39.99   

 

This non-invasive and product-free device is designed to plump and enhance the 

appearance of lips, using only suction power. The food-grade silicone mouthpiece is soft 

and comfortable, with three power types (low, medium, high) and an intelligent deflated 
design to prevent bruising. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Radiant Beauty Bundle: Advanced Facial & Body 

Cleansing Brush + Lip Plumper Device 
Model Number: LP3.FC190AQ Retail: $54.99   

 

Set includes: Advanced Facial and Body Cleansing Brush includes 4 multifunctional brush 
heads for body cleansing, facial skin cleansing, exfoliation and makeup removal. Automatic 

Fuller Lip Plumper Device a lightweight, handheld device has 3 power settings and an 
intelligent deflated design to prevent bruising. It features a contoured mouthpiece/ LED 

light indicator; push-button control; and USB charging cable. Place device over mouth. 

Allow suction for 2-5 minutes. Repeat 3-5 times per day up to 6 weeks. 
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Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Perfect Precision: Facial Trimming, Brow Styling, and 
Painless Shaving in One Kit. 

Model Number: LS236.FBT36AQ Retail: $24.99   

 

Set includes: Painless Electric Shaver is compact and ergonomic with a double track 
floating head that adjusts to the contours of the skin. Provides gentle hair removal. 

Powered by 2 AAA batteries (not included). Facial Trimmer and Eye Brow Styler is compact 
and portable and removes unwanted hair from eyebrows, lips, cheeks, ears, neck, 

underarms and bikini area. Comes with comb attachment for 2mm or 4mm length. 

Powered by 1 AAA battery (not included). 

 Brand Name:  Pursonic Model Name: Ultimate Shaving Bundle: Mario Lopez Men's 

Rechargeable Electric Shaver & Painless Electric Shaver 
Model Number: LS236.MLRS520 Retail: $59.99   

 

Set includes: Mario Lopez Men's Rechargeable Electric Shaver that features 3D floating 

blades; double ring knife net blade for efficiency; up to 60 minutes of use on a single 
charge; 5-minute quick change; and washable blades. Women's Painless Electric Shaver 

that features double tracking floating head; built-in LED light; and cordless design. It is 
safe for all skin types and perfect for facial hair removal. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Rechargeable USB Ladies Shaver, Removes Hair 

Instantly & Pain Free - Blue 
Model Number: LSUSBR360BL Retail: $29.99   

 

This shaver is completely painless and is easy and comfortable to use. It cuts hairs from 

the root fast and quickly without forced pulling to harm the pores. Safe for all skin types 
and tones. It requires no water or soap. USB charging cable included. Charges in 

approximately 2 hours. Opens in one touch to rinse clean under the tap. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Rechargeable USB Ladies Shaver, Removes Hair 
Instantly & Pain Free - Pink 

Model Number: LSUSBR360PK Retail: $29.99   

 

This shaver is completely painless and is easy and comfortable to use. It cuts hairs from 
the root fast and quickly without forced pulling to harm the pores. Safe for all skin types 

and tones. It requires no water or soap. USB charging cable included. Charges in 

approximately 2 hours. Opens in one touch to rinse clean under the tap. 
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Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Rechargeable USB Ladies Shaver, Removes Hair 
Instantly & Pain Free - White 

Model Number: LSUSBR360WH Retail: $29.99   

 

This shaver is completely painless and is easy and comfortable to use. It cuts hairs from 

the root fast and quickly without forced pulling to harm the pores. Safe for all skin types 
and tones. It requires no water or soap. USB charging cable included. Charges in 

approximately 2 hours. Opens in one touch to rinse clean under the tap. 

 Brand Name:  Pursonic Model Name: Ultimate Rejuvenation Bundle: Derma Roller, Pore 

Vacuum Blackhead Remover & 3-Pack Anti-Aging Serum 
Model Number: MDR500.HRV3.PHR4 Retail: $39.99   

 

Set includes: Micro Needle Derma Roller designed to enhance skin texture, this tool gently 
punctures the skin to promote collagen production reducing the appearance of fine line, 

wrinkles and scars. Pore Vacuum Blackhead Remover uses suction technology to deeply 
cleanse your pores, leaving your skin smoother and clearer. Anti-Aging Serum Set (3 pack) 

with Hyaluronic Acid serum for deep moisturization; Vitamin C serum to tighten and even 

skin tone and Retinol serum to accelerate skin renewal and combat aging. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Massage Gun 

Model Number: MG975 Retail: $69.99   

 

6 speed, cordless deep tissue percussion and muscle massager has 4 types of 
interchangeable heads to target specific muscle groups. It will help you reduce muscle 

recovery time and relieve pain from head to toe. It is easy to use and good to relieve 

muscle soreness and chronic pain. Designed to help you warm-up and recover from 
workouts, daily massaging at home. It is quiet, powerful, cordless and portable and has 3 

hours of battery life. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Mario Lopez Palm Shaped Massage Glove 

Model Number: MLHMG1250 Retail: $19.99   

 

This innovative glove is designed for soothing massages that bring tranquility and 

rejuvenation to your body. Made from premium, skin-friendly materials, this glove is 
durable, easy to clean, and suitable for use with your favorite lotions or oils. Embrace the 

ergonomic design that perfectly fits the contours of your hand, allowing you to effortlessly 
glide over your skin. The palm-shaped nodules and textured surface create a symphony of 

sensations, providing a gentle yet invigorating massage experience. 
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Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: 12 Pack of Flushable Mario Lopez Man Wipes (1200 Mint 
Scented Wipes) 

Model Number: MLMW100 CASE Retail: $64.99   

 

Extra Large Flushable Man Wipes are 7" x 7", extremely durable, & 100% flushable with 
plant-sourced fibers to safely break down in sewers. The are mint fresh scented infused 

with mint, Eucalyptus Citriodora oil, Aloe Vera & Vitamin E to protect you from discomfort. 

The wipes are gentle on your skin, made with 100% plant sourced fibers, no harmful 
parabens, alcohol-free and  can be used on all body parts. 

 Brand Name:  Pursonic Model Name: Mario Lopez USB Water Flosser 

Model Number: MLOI13 Retail: $44.99   

 

Soft Water Flosser for Sensitive Teeth has 3 Modes (soft, normal, and pulse) and removes 
bacteria deep between teeth and below the gum where brushing and flossing can't reach. 

Massages and stimulates gums to improve circulation and keep your gums strong and 

healthy. Ergonomically designed handle and 360-degree rotating nozzle let you easily 
control water flow to reach all areas of the mouth. Equipped with a large high-volume 

capacity tank for more convenience and less time spent filling the unit. USB recharging 
water flosser cable included. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Mario Lopez USB Rechargeable Electric Toothbrush 

Model Number: MLRET20USB Retail: $34.99   

 

This Rechargeable Electric Toothbrush features 8,800 oscillations per minute; UV sanitizer 
design; and 3 modes (clean, soft and massage).Removes 300% more plaque than a 

manual toothbrush. It can last up to 30 days on a full charge using it twice a day. 3 brush 

heads are included. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Mario Lopez Men's Rechargeable Electric Shaver 
Model Number: MLRS520 Retail: $39.99   

 

Shaver features washable, 3D floating blades that adapt to facial contours ensuring a close 

shave with precision and comfort; 3 sets of double-ring knife nets; up to 60 minutes of 

shaving time on a single charge; and 5-minute quick charge feature. 
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Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Mario Lopez Men’s Grooming Kit , Designed for Hair, 
Beard, Nose & Ear Grooming, 10 Piece Grooming Kit 

Model Number: MLTCA30 Retail: $29.99   

 

Upgrade your grooming routine with the Mario Lopez Men's Grooming Kit, a comprehensive 
set designed to meet all your grooming needs. Our premium stainless steel clipper is built 

to last and delivers precise, consistent results with every use.  Customize your haircut and 
grooming style with ease using the four adjustable guide combs. Ear/nose/brow trimmer 

safely and comfortably trims hair from your ears, nose, and eyebrows. Maintenance is a 

breeze with the included cleaning brush and clipper oil. 

 Brand Name:  Pursonic Model Name: Mario Lopez Wireless Body Hair Trimmer & Shaver 

Model Number: MLTCA40 Retail: $44.99   

 

Trimmer & Shaver features a cordless charging base; LED light for precise trimming and 

shaving; and precision ceramic blade the provides superior cutting performance. It is fully 
waterproof for in-shower use. Attachment comb and USB cord are included. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Aromatherapy Bliss Bundle: Lava Stone Bracelet + Pure 

Essential Oils. 

Model Number: NLSB2.A0B3 Retail: $29.99   

 

Set includes: Natural Lava Stone Aromatherapy Bracelet with an adjustable length 6.6" to 
8.7". Made of 8mm lava rock, natural picture stone and an elastic string. Designed as a 

diffuser bracelet for stress and anxiety relief, promoting a sense of calm and well-being. 

Simply add 1-3 drops of essential oils into the lava beads. Gently rub oil into beads for 
lasting aroma. 3 Pack of 100% Pure Essential Oil Blends - Reathe Easy Blend, Rejuvenate 

Blend and Stress-Free Blend. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Aromatherapy Bliss Set: Lava Stone Bracelet with 100% 

Pure Essential Oils 
Model Number: NLSBOP2.AO3PEP Retail: $29.99   

 

Set includes: Natural Lava Stone Aromatherapy Bracelet with an adjustable length 6.6" to 

8.7". Made of 8mm lava rock, natural picture stone and an elastic string. Designed as a 
diffuser bracelet for stress and anxiety relief, promoting a sense of calm and well-being. 

Simply add 1-3 drops of essential oils into the lava beads. Gently rub oil into beads for 
lasting aroma. 3 Pack of 100% Pure Essential Oils - Eucalyptus, Lavender and Tea Tree. 
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Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Neck and Shoulder Stretcher and Relaxer 
Model Number: NS200 Retail: $27.99   

 

This Neck and Shoulder Stretcher and Relaxer offers relief for neck and head pain in just 

10 minutes a day.  Its firm, high-density foam offers simple and effective ways to relax stiff 
necks and designed to hold the spine in position. Its curved design fits the back of the 

head perfectly and deforms under pressure to reduce tension. It can be used for 
relaxation, active injury recovery, or relieving muscle stiffness. The pillow deforms after the 

pressure, the curvature stretches to reduce pressure. 

 Brand Name:  Pursonic Model Name: Multi Level Neck And Shoulder Stretching Device 
Model Number: NS300 Retail: $29.99   

 

Acupuncture Massage for upper back relax. The acupuncture points target your upper back 

and shoulders gently. Lay on it, it offers tissue massage to release the fatigue in your 
muscles and enhance the blood circulation. This neck support chiropractic pillow is made of 

tough and durable ABS material which can bear up to 330lbs. 3- Level adjustable design. 

Easy to install. Ergonomic design, follows the body's natural curvature of the spine. Soft 
foam cushion for spine support. Can be used on the floor or at the desk for best neck 

support and stretching. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Deep Cleansing Charcoal Nose Pore Strip - 6 pack 
Model Number: NS6 Retail: $9.99   

 

Quick, Easy & Effective way of cleaning your nose pores! 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: OI-200 Professional Counter Top Oral Irrigator Water 

Flosser 
Model Number: OI200 Retail: $64.99   

 

The Oral Irrigator is safe and gentle and has 10 setting and removes bacteria in the teeth 

and below the gum line and is also ideal for cleaning around bridges, braces and crowns. It 
will change the way you floss forever. Release button helps easily replace the nozzle that 

rotates 360 degrees. It features a water flow on/off switch and 2 minute auto timer with 

30 second interval alert system. Delivers water pressure from 0 to 90 PSI with 1400 pulese 
per minute. 100 240 volt for worldwide use. Includes 3 pcs standard nozzles and 1 tongue 

scraper. 
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Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: USB Rechargeable Oral Irrigator 
Model Number: OI27R Retail: $39.99   

 

Removes bacteria deep between teeth and below the gum where brushing and flossing 
can't reach. Massages and stimulates gums to improve circulation and keep your gums 

strong and healthy. Ergonomically designed handle and 360 degree rotating nozzle, lets 
you easily control water flow to reach all areas of the mouth. Delivers water pressure at 

40-80 PSI with 1700 pulses per minute. It is rechargeable via USB cable. Features auto 

shut-off feature; 3 operating modes; electronic on/off switch; LED indicator and high 
volume tank capacity. 

 Brand Name:  Pursonic Model Name: Compact Travel Oral Care Bundle: Portable USB 
Rechargeable Water Flosser & Portable Sonic Toothbrush 

Model Number: OIC36.S53BL Retail: $59.99   

 

Set includes: Portable USB Rechargeable Collapsible Water Flosser has 3 jet settings 

(gentle, standard or powerful) and up to 1200 pulses per minute. It is cordless and USB 

rechargeable. Portable Sonic Toothbrush with 22,000 strokes per minute removes plaque 
along the gum line and deep between teeth. It is battery operated (battery included) and 

has DuPont bristles for naturally whiter teeth. Three brush heads are included. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Adjustable Posture Corrector With Back Support Bar & 

Breathable Upper Back Brace 

Model Number: PC36 Retail: $24.99   

 

Eliminate slouching and alleviate back pain with ease - revel in all-day comfort: our 

innovative shoulder posture corrector is crafted to effortlessly align your back. This unisex 

brace is suitable for both women and men, promoting a straightened posture. Posture 
corrector with back support bar. Adjustable buckle for perfect fit. Lightweight and portable. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Sunset Projector Table Lamp 

Model Number: PL500 Retail: $29.95   

 

Lamp produces a beautiful glowing light turning any room into the most serene sunset 
scene. Relieves stress & anxiety with a spectrum of soft sunset colors which bring calming 

vibes to your room. Features 16 color options; 4 light effects mode; 180 degree adjustable 
design and low energy consumption. It is USB powered and includes a remote control. 
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Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Eco Friendly Bath Package 
Model Number: PPS16482 Retail: $64.99   

 

Package includes 100% Natural Eco Bamboo Toothbrushes (4-pack) with smooth and 

natural bamboo handles and nylon brushes; Bath Body Brush with Long Bamboo Handle 
made of 100% natural bamboo with soft synthetic bristles; 4-in-1 Foot Scrubber - 100% 

bamboo handle featuring 4 unique surfaces, boar bristle, steel files, sandpaper and pumice 
stone; and a pack of 2 Sisal Hemp Bath Gloves that gently exfoliate and leave skin smooth 

- average size fits most. 

 Brand Name:  Pursonic Model Name: Facial Package 
Model Number: PPS16485 Retail: $99.99   

 

Package includes a Facial Steamer Hot Mist Moisturizing Spa that opens and unclogs pores 
and removes dirt, oil and make up. Melts away dead skin cells and improves dullness and 

uneven texture. Puts out mist in just 40 seconds. Then renew your skin with the Advanced 

Facial & Body Cleansing Brush with Extended Handle that features 4 dedicated brush heads 
to work on your entire body. It is battery powered. Can be used in and out of the shower. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Ease the Pain Package 
Model Number: PPS16491 Retail: $49.99   

 

Package includes a Portable Neck & Shoulder Adjustable Massaging Wrap with an ultra-

plush exterior made of micro mink fabric and two deep and powerful massaging modes 

and built in heat. Exterior is machine washable and it is powered by 2AA batteries (not 
included). 6 Pack of Pure Essential Aromatherapy Oil Blends 10ml each of Breath Easy, 

Deep Muscle Relief, Detox, Good Night, Rejuvenate and Distress. All are 100% pure 
therapeutic essential oil blends. Use for aromatherapy, custom massage, vaporizer, 

diffusion, oil burner, inhalation, compress, and more. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Essential Diffuser Package 

Model Number: PPS16494 Retail: $64.99   

 

Package includes an Essential Oil Aroma Diffuser with 7 color-changing LED lights, up to 7 
hours of steady mist with 2 settings, auto shutoff at low water level and a 10 oz. water 

capacity. 6 Pack of Pure Essential Aromatherapy Oil Blends 10ml each of Breath Easy, 

Deep Muscle Relief, Detox, Good Night, Rejuvenate and Distress. All are 100% pure 
therapeutic essential oil blends. Use for aromatherapy, custom massage, vaporizer, 

diffusion, oil burner, inhalation, compress, and more. 
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Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: USB Aroma Diffuser Package 
Model Number: PPS16497 Retail: $49.99   

 

Package includes a 2-in-1 USB Essential Oil Aroma Diffuser with mood enhancing color LED 

lights. It has 2 mist settings with auto shut-off function and a 3.4 oz capacity that lasts up 
to 6 hours. 6 Pack of Pure Essential Aromatherapy Oil Blends 10ml each of Breath Easy, 

Deep Muscle Relief, Detox, Good Night, Rejuvenate and Distress. All are 100% pure 
therapeutic essential oil blends. Use for aromatherapy, custom massage, vaporizer, 

diffusion, oil burner, inhalation, compress, and more. 

 Brand Name:  Pursonic Model Name: Pearly Whites Package 
Model Number: PPS16500 Retail: $84.99   

 

Package includes USB Rechargeable Oral Irrigator that delivers water pressure at 40-80PSI 

with 1700 pulses per minute. Auto shut-off turns off after 2 minute cycle is complete. 3 
Operating modes and a high volume tank capacity. Sonic Toothbrush with 3 brushing 

modes-normal, super, gum care; 2 minute timer with 30 second interval alert system; 

smart LED indicator with power shortage reminder and power-off protection; 38,000 
strokes per minute intelligent memory function; and super charged NI-MH battery 

6000mAh, Full charged 6 hours can last up to 25 days. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Eco-Toothbrush and Sanitize Package 
Model Number: PPS16503 Retail: $34.99   

 

Package includes a 6-pack of 100% Eco-Friendly Cedarwood Toothbrushes with soft 
bristles and a cedarwood handle that will never splinter and a Portable UV Toothbrush 

Sanitizer that eliminates up to 99.9% of the germs and bacteria on your toothbrush. Fits all 
toothbrushes and most electric heads. Automatically turns on when a toothbrush is 

inserted and shuts off automatically after five minutes. Requires 2 x 1.5V AA batteries (not 

included). 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Home Spa Package 

Model Number: PPS16506 Retail: $234.99   

 

Package includes 10 Pc Handmade, Natural and Organic Bath Bombs (Balance, Pink, 
Clarity, Relax, Euphoria, Restore, Energy, Spa, Heal and Vitamin C). Each bomb is 4.1 oz. 

After using your bath bombs for your spa like bath use a towel from the Bucket Style 

Towel and Blanket Warmer that heats towels in 10 minutes. Simple one-touch control 
provides up to 60 minutes of heating. Accommodates up to two 40" x 70" towels, 

bathrobes, blankets, PJs and more. 
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Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Soil Enrichment Kit 
Model Number: PPS16509 Retail: $439.99   

 

Package includes Food Waste Composter with 3L capacity for most table and refrigerator 
scraps. Cuts down volume of food waste by up to 90%. The active carbon filter helps 

eliminate odors. Easy to operate with 4-10 hour processing time. It also has an auto 
cleaning and cooling system. Includes 2 extra filters. 

 Brand Name:  Pursonic Model Name: Pamper Yourself Package 
Model Number: PPS16512 Retail: $97.99   

 

Package includes 10 Pc Handmade, Natural and Organic Bath Bombs (Balance, Pink, 

Clarity, Relax, Euphoria, Restore, Energy, Spa, Heal and Vitamin C). Each bomb is 4.1 oz.; 
Yankee Candle Signature Large Jar Candle - Clean Cotton a combination of sun-dried 

cotton combined with green notes, white flowers and a hint of lemon. It is made of 

premium-soy wax blend and has a cotton wick.  Its burn time is 60-90 hours. 6.18" x 3.7" 
and weighs 20 oz.; and a 36" Knee Length Robe is made with soft waffle-textured cotton. 

One size fits most. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Sun & Air Package 
Model Number: PPS16515 Retail: $154.99   

 

Package includes a Sunset Projector Table Lamp  with 16 color options and 4 light effects 
modes; 14 pack of 100% Pure Essential Aromatherapy Oils (10ml Eucalyptus, Lavender, 

Lemon grass, Orange, Peppermint, Tea tree, Bergamot, Cinnamon leaf, Clary sage, 
Grapefruit, Lime, Patchouli, Rosemary, Spearmint.); diffuser with 7 auto fading changing 

colors of LED lights; and a USB powered True HEPA Air Purifier covers up to 100 sq ft. and 

illuminated light. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Relieve the Tension 

Model Number: PPS16518 Retail: $160.99   

 

Package includes a Portable Neck & Shoulder Adjustable Massaging Wrap with an ultra-
plush exterior made of micro mink fabric with two deep and powerful massaging modes 

and built-in heat; Portable Handheld Massager with ergonomic grip handle and 2 speed 

settings - requires 4 AA batteries (not included); Heated Foot Spa Massager with Tea Tree 
Oil Foot Scrub with changeable massage attachments; and a Yankee Candle Signature 

Large Jar Candle in Clean Cotton. 
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Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Luxury Bath Package 
Model Number: PPS16521 Retail: $185.99   

 

Package includes a 6-Bar Electric Towel Warmer that reaches 122 degrees F optimum 

temperature within 30 minutes and is free standing or can be mounted on the wall; ten 4.1 
oz Handmade Natural and Organic Bath bombs (Balance, Pink, Clarity, Relax, Euphoria, 

Restore, Energy, Spa, Heal & Vitamin C); 100% Natural Arabica Coffee Body Scrub 14 oz 
blended with highly moisturizing, regenerating and exfoliating oils & salts; and a Yankee 

Candle Signature Jar Candle in Clean Cotton. 

 Brand Name:  Pursonic Model Name: Heat Relief Package 
Model Number: PPS16524 Retail: $194.99   

 

Package includes a Portable Neck & Shoulder Adjustable Massaging Wrap with ultra-plush 

exterior, 2 massaging modes and built in heat; Extra Extra Large Electric Heating Pad with 
3  heat settings and moisture/dry options; 100% Pure Essential Aromatherapy Oils Gift 

Set,10ML-14 pack (Bergamot, Lemon, Peppermint, Tea Tree, Cinnamon, Lemongrass, 

Rosemary, Wintergreen, Eucalyptus, Mandarin, Spearmint, Lavender, Mint, Sweet Orange); 
Foot Spa Massager with Tea Tree Oil Foot Salt Scrub; and 3D Wooden Standard Tree Reed 

Diffuser with Lavender Essential Oil 10 ml. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Massage Package 
Model Number: PPS16527 Retail: $174.99   

 

Package includes 6 Speed Cordless & Rechargeable Professional Massage Gun with 4 
interchangeable heads; Shiatsu Heating Neck & Back Massager with heat and 4 powerful, 

deep-kneading massage nodes and bi-directional movement; and 14 pack of 100% Pure 
Essential Aromatherapy Oils (10ml Eucalyptus, Lavender, Lemon grass, Orange, 

Peppermint, Tea tree, Bergamot, Cinnamon leaf, Clary sage, Grapefruit, Lime, Patchouli, 

Rosemary, Spearmint) 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Facial Package 

Model Number: PPS16530 Retail: $143.99   

 

Package includes Facial Steamer Hot Mist Moisturizing Spa with micro-steam technology 
hydrates and purifies the skin in one simple step in as little as nine minutes; Tri-Fold Vanity 

Makeup Mirror with 24 built-in dimmable LED lights, 3 panel mirrors with multiple viewing 
angles and 180 degree rotation; Advanced Facial & Body Cleansing Brush with Extended 

(detachable) Handle and pumice  stone and body brush attachments; Dead Sea Mud Mask 

8 oz. rich with pure minerals of the Dead Sea; Salon Grade Slant Tip Tweezer; and Salon 
Grade Stainless Steel Scissors. 
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Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Men's Grooming Kit 
Model Number: PPS16677 Retail: $69.99   

 

Package includes a Beard Care Grooming Kit with 1 beard comb, 1 beard oil that contains a 
variety of Vitamin E essences and golden jojoba oil, 1 beard balm to firm the shape of the 

beard and1 beard serum to deeply clean the beard; Mario Lopez Men’s 10-Piece Grooming 
Kit with stainless steel precision clipper, adjustable guide combs, ear/nose/brow trimmer, 

cleaning brush and clipper oil ; and a package of extra large, flushable man wipes that are 

mint scented and are gentle on the skin made with plant sourced fibers and are alcohol 
free.  

 Brand Name:  Pursonic Model Name: Power Rechargeable Electric Toothbrush With UV 
Sanitizing Function 

Model Number: RET200 Retail: $49.99   

 

Oscillating, electric, rechargeable toothbrush with 12 brush heads and UV Sanitizer that 
helps kill up to 99.9% of germs on the brush heads and keeps your toothbrush germ-free 

between brushings. It features 8,800 oscillations per minute and 3 cleaning modes provide 

powerful cleaning action, soft cleaning and massage mode. The built-in interval timer helps 
you brush each quadrant of your mouth evenly. Inductive charging with LED indicator - 

extra long usage time. Includes 2 tongue cleaners, 2 interdental brush heads and 2 floss 
holders. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: USB Rechargeable Rotary Toothbrush - White 

Model Number: RET20USB Retail: $29.99   

 

Rechargeable rotary toothbrush removes 300% more plaque than a manual toothbrush 
with 8,800 oscillations per minute. Long lasting charge can last up to 30 days for normal 

use (brush twice a day). 3 modes: clean, soft and massage. Clean mode for cleaning stains 
caused by coffee, tea, smoke, etc. Soft mode for sensitive teeth. Massage mode for gum 

care. 3 brush heads included. UV sanitizer design. USB rechargeable. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Complete Dental Care Power Pack - Electric Toothbrush, 
Water Flosser & Whitening Powder 

Model Number: RET20USB.OI13.CPTW2 Retail: $74.99   

 

Set includes: USB Power Rechargeable Rotary Toothbrush with 8,800 oscillations per 
minute has 3 modes-clean, soft and massage. Features a UV sanitizer design and long 

lasting battery (up to 30 days per full charge). USB Rechargeable Water Flosser removes 

bacteria between teeth and below the gumline. Features an ergonomic handle; 360 rotated 
nozzle; USB recharging cable and 7.5 oz water tank. Activated Coconut Charcoal Whitening 

Powder (2 oz) natural formula infused with grapefruit, peppermint and lemon essential oils. 
Whitens teeth with no sensitivity. 
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Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: USB Rechargeable Rotary Toothbrush - Black 
Model Number: RET20USBBK Retail: $29.99   

 

Rechargeable rotary toothbrush removes 300% more plaque than a manual toothbrush 

with 8,800 oscillations per minute. Long lasting charge can last up to 30 days for normal 
use (brush twice a day). 3 modes: clean, soft and massage. Clean mode for cleaning stains 

caused by coffee, tea, smoke, etc. Soft mode for sensitive teeth. Massage mode for gum 

care. 3 brush heads included. UV sanitizer design. USB rechargeable. 

 Brand Name:  Pursonic Model Name: Purstability Rollator Walker 
Model Number: RTF2 Retail: $199.99   

 

Designed to aid the user to walk. It is suitable for indoor and outdoor use. It is lightweight 
and portable while offering stability and is manufactured to the highest quality standards. 

Features: adjustable handle height; aluminum frame and handlebars; arthritic-friendly loop 

brakes; padded seat with under-seat bag and black non-marring casters with soft grip 
tires. Folds for easy transporting. Maximum user weight 300 lbs. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: 2-in-1 Rolling Rollator Walker 
Model Number: RTF4 Retail: $299.99   

 

Walker an be converted to a transport wheelchair by simply flipping the backrest over and 

attaching the foot rests. Constructed with strong and corrosion-resistant aluminum and can 

support up to 300 lbs. Quick to assemble without tools. Large wheels provide easy 
maneuvering on all terrains. Quick-release loop-lock mechanism adds stability and security. 

The extra large padded backrest and seat rest provide additional comfort for the user. 
Features compact foldable design; all-terrain wheels; dual brake design ; adjustable 

footrests; and side arm rests. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Wall Mountable Portable UV Toothbrush Sanitizer 

Model Number: S2 Toothbrush Sanitizer Retail: $29.99   

 

Uses germicidal UV light and ozone technology, eliminates up to 99.9% of the germs and 
bacteria on your toothbrush. Family design can store up to 5 toothbrushes, including 

electric toothbrush heads. Auto timer, 5-8 minute sanitizing timer, auto start when door is 
closed and shut off when it is done. Powered by 4 AA batteries (not included). Easy wipe 

clean design, no need to clean tray, upward design prevents water trapped in the 

toothbrush head. Toothpaste holder and wall mount to save space. Extra long >20000 
hours UV tube life. 
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Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: UV Family Toothbrush Sanitizer with AC Adapter 
Model Number: S20 Toothbrush Sanitizer Retail: $34.99   

 

Thoroughly cleans the viruses and germs left behind on your toothbrushes, shavers, 

tongue cleaners. Uses germicidal UV light and ounce one technology. Eliminates up to 
99.9% of the germs and bacteria on your toothbrush. Family design can store up to 5 

toothbrushes, including electric toothbrush heads. Auto timer, 5-8 minute sanitizing timer, 
auto start when door is closed and automatically shuts off when it is done. Toothpaste 

holder included, wall mountable, includes AC Adapter 

 Brand Name:  Pursonic Model Name: Rechargeable Rotary Oscillation Toothbrush Pro Series 
Model Number: S330 Retail: $44.99   

 

Rechargeable Rotary Oscillation Toothbrush Pro Series With Bonus 12 Brush heads. 3 
cleaning modes: Power clean, Soft gentle and Massage. Auto shut-off after two minutes of 

brushing and an auto-alert when brushing the same area for more than 30 seconds. Power 
of the handle, coupled with the professionally-inspired brush heads, allow the brushes to 

oscillate and pulsate to clean faster and better versus a regular manual toothbrush. 
Induction charging with LED indicator. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: SPM Sonic Movement Rechargeable Electric Toothbrush 
- Blue 

Model Number: S430BE Retail: $39.99   

 

Sonic toothbrush has 3 modes - high/clean, soft/gentle and massage. Effectively removes 
plaque without irritating gums. Removes tough stains leaving naturally whiter teeth. It 

features 31,000 powerful sonic strokes per minutes; a 2 minute auto-timer with 30 second 
interval alert system; 12 color coded brush heads; and a docking/charging station with 

enclosed sanitary toothbrush head holder. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: SPM Sonic Movement Rechargeable Electric Toothbrush 
- Black 

Model Number: S430BK Retail: $39.99   

 

Sonic toothbrush has 3 modes - high/clean, soft/gentle and massage. Effectively removes 

plaque without irritating gums. Removes tough stains leaving naturally whiter teeth. It 

features 31,000 powerful sonic strokes per minutes; a 2 minute auto-timer with 30 second 
interval alert system; 12 color coded brush heads; and a docking/charging station with 

enclosed sanitary toothbrush head holder. 
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Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: SPM Sonic Movement Rechargeable Electric Toothbrush 
- Red 

Model Number: S430RD Retail: $39.99   

 

Sonic toothbrush has 3 modes - high/clean, soft/gentle and massage. Effectively removes 
plaque without irritating gums. Removes tough stains leaving naturally whiter teeth. It 

features 31,000 powerful sonic strokes per minutes; a 2 minute auto-timer with 30 second 

interval alert system; 12 color coded brush heads; and a docking/charging station with 
enclosed sanitary toothbrush head holder. 

 Brand Name:  Pursonic Model Name: SPM Sonic Movement Rechargeable Electric Toothbrush 

- White 
Model Number: S430WH Retail: $39.99   

 

Sonic toothbrush has 3 modes - high/clean, soft/gentle and massage. Effectively removes 

plaque without irritating gums. Removes tough stains leaving naturally whiter teeth. It 
features 31,000 powerful sonic strokes per minutes; a 2 minute auto-timer with 30 second 

interval alert system; 12 color coded brush heads; and a docking/charging station with 
enclosed sanitary toothbrush head holder. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Pursonic Rechargeable Toothbrush & Water Flosser Duo 

with Multi-Year Supply 
Model Number: S430WH.OI13 Retail: $79.99   

 

Set includes: Rechargeable Sonic Toothbrush with 3 brushing modes - clean, whiten and 

massage. Includes 12 brush heads each crafted for optimal performance and durability. 

Built-in 2-minute smart timer ensures you brush for dentist recommended 2-minutes. USB 
Rechargeable Water Flosser has 3 modes norma, soft or pulse.  Perfect for cleaning 

between teeth and below the gumline. Ideal for those with braces, implants or sensitive 
gums. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Deluxe Plus Sonic Rechargeable Toothbrush with Built In 
UV Sanitizer - Black 

Model Number: S450BK DELUXE+ Retail: $49.99   

 

This rechargeable toothbrush with sonic wave technology provides 30,000 sonic strokes 

per minute to effectively remove plaque without irritating your gums. It's ideal for those 
hard-to-reach areas and removes even the toughest stains to leave your teeth naturally 

whiter. It features a built-in UV sanitizer designed to kill 99.9" of bacterium and germs on 

the brush heads. It has 3 modes - power/clean, soft/gentle and massage modes. It comes 
with docking/charging station and 12 replacement toothbrush heads. 
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Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Deluxe Plus Sonic Rechargeable Toothbrush with Built In 
UV Sanitizer - Silver 

Model Number: S450SR DELUXE+ Retail: $49.99   

 

This rechargeable toothbrush with sonic wave technology provides 30,000 sonic strokes 
per minute to effectively remove plaque without irritating your gums. It's ideal for those 

hard-to-reach areas and removes even the toughest stains to leave your teeth naturally 
whiter. It features a built-in UV sanitizer designed to kill 99.9" of bacterium and germs on 

the brush heads. It has 3 modes - power/clean, soft/gentle and massage modes. It comes 

with docking/charging station and 12 replacement toothbrush heads. 

 Brand Name:  Pursonic Model Name: Dual Handle Sonic Toothbrush with UV Sanitizer - Black 

& Red 
Model Number: S452-BR DELUXE Retail: $99.99   

 

Rechargeable sonic toothbrush features a built -in UV Sanitizer designed to kill 99.9% of 

bacterium and germs on the brush heads. Sonic wave technology provides up to 45,000 
sonic strokes per minute to effectively  remove plaque without irritating your gums. Ideal 

for those hard-to-reach areas and removes even the toughest stains. Dual handle design. 
Includes 12 brush heads. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Dual handle Sonic Toothbrush with UV Sanitizer 

Model Number: S452-BS DELUXE Retail: $109.99   

 

Sonic rechargeable toothbrush features a built -in UV Sanitizer designed to kill 99.9% of 
bacterium and germs on the brush heads. Sonic wave technology provides up to 45,000 

sonic strokes per minute to effectively remove plaque without irritating your gums. Ideal 

for those hard-to-reach areas and removes even the toughest stains. System includes 12 
Bonus Brush heads. Dual handle with fashionable silver and black design. Utilizes 

germicidal UV bulb to kill 99.9% of bacterium and germs left on the brush heads. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Dual Handle Sonic Toothbrush with UV Sanitizer - Black 

& Zebra 
Model Number: S452-BZ DELUXE Retail: $99.99   

 

Rechargeable sonic toothbrush features a built -in UV Sanitizer designed to kill 99.9% of 

bacterium and germs on the brush heads. Sonic wave technology provides up to 45,000 
sonic strokes per minute to effectively remove plaque without irritating your gums. Ideal 

for those hard-to-reach areas and removes even the toughest stains. Dual handle design. 
Includes 12 brush heads. 
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Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Sonic Movement Rechargeable Electric Toothbrush - 
Black 

Model Number: S520BK Retail: $49.99   

 

Rechargeable toothbrush designed with sonic wave technology that provides 40,000 sonic 

strokes per minute to effectively remove plaque without irritating your gums. It comes with 
a 2 minute timer with a 30 second vibrate alert in order to remind you to brush a different 

quadrant of your mouth. It has 3 modes - power/clean, soft/gentle and massage. The 

storage case can hold up to 6 brush heads. Includes charging dock with AC adapter, 12 
replacement toothbrush heads, 2 hygienic travel caps, 2 interdental brush heads, 2 tongue 

cleaners and 2 floss holders. 

 Brand Name:  Pursonic Model Name: Sonic Movement Rechargeable Electric Toothbrush - 

White 
Model Number: S520WH Retail: $49.99   

 

Rechargeable toothbrush designed with sonic wave technology that provides 40,000 sonic 

strokes per minute to effectively remove plaque without irritating your gums. It comes with 

a 2 minute timer with a 30 second vibrate alert in order to remind you to brush a different 
quadrant of your mouth. It has 3 modes - power/clean, soft/gentle and massage. The 

storage case can hold up to 6 brush heads. Includes charging dock with AC adapter, 12 
replacement toothbrush heads, 2 hygienic travel caps, 2 interdental brush heads, 2 tongue 

cleaners and 2 floss holders. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Rechargeable Sonic Toothbrush and Rechargeable 

Water Flosser 
Model Number: S625 DELUXE HOME DENTAL CENTER Retail: $109.99   

 

S625 Rechargeable Sonic Toothbrush and Rechargeable Water Flosser with 12 Brush 

Heads Feature: Rechargeable sonic toothbrush and battery operated oral irrigator, 12 

brush heads, 2 floss heads, 2 tongue brushes included. Effectively removes plaque without 
irritating gums. 2 irrigator tips to remove bacteria deep between teeth and below gum line. 

Reaches deep between teeth to remove plaque from hard-to-reach places by sonic action. 
30,000 stokes per minute with electronic control vibrating system. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Sonic Smart Series Rechargeable Toothbrush with UV 
Sanitizing Function - Black 

Model Number: S750BK Retail: $49.99   

 

Sonic toothbrush has 3 modes clean/normal, soft or massage. It features a built-in UV 

sanitizer designed to kill 99.9% of bacterium and germs on the brush heads. 40,000 sonic 
strokes per minute to effectively remove plaque without irritating your gums. Includes 12 

bonus brush heads. 2 minute smart timer with a 30 second vibrate alert to remind you to 
brush a different quadrant of your mouth and helps you form a good brushing habit. Ideal 

for those hard-to-reach areas and removes even the toughest stains to leave your teeth 
naturally whiter. 
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Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Sonic Smart Series Rechargeable Toothbrush with UV 
Sanitizing Function  - White 

Model Number: S750WH Retail: $49.99   

 

Sonic toothbrush has 3 modes clean/normal, soft or massage. It features a built-in UV 

sanitizer designed to kill 99.9% of bacterium and germs on the brush heads. 40,000 sonic 
strokes per minute to effectively remove plaque without irritating your gums. Includes 12 

bonus brush heads. 2 minute smart timer with a 30 second vibrate alrert to remind you to 

brush a different quadrant of your mouth and helps you form a good brushing habit. Ideal 
for those hard-to-reach areas and removes even the toughest stains to leave your teeth 

naturally whiter. 

 Brand Name:  Pursonic Model Name: 14 Pack of 100% Pure Essential Aromatherapy Oils 

Model Number: SE14 Retail: $36.95   

 

14-pack includes 10mL Eucalyptus, Lavender, Lemon grass, Orange, Peppermint, Tea tree, 

Bergamot, Cinnamon leaf, Clary sage, Grapefruit, Lime, Patchouli, Rosemary, Spearmint. 
100% Pure Therapeutic Essential Oils, no fillers, additives, bases or carriers added. Can be 

used with compatible aroma diffusers or many humidifiers, by adding a few drops of oil 
combined with water the diffusers and humidifiers will release a scented vapor into the 

atmosphere. . 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: USB Rechargeable Sonic Toothbrush with 12 Brush 

Heads - White 

Model Number: TBUSB200 Retail: $24.99   

 

Get those tough stains out with our Powerful sonic Toothbrush. Features: 3 brushing 
modes: Normal, Super, Gum care. 2 minute timer with 30 second interval alert system. 

Smart LED indicator with power shortage reminder and power-off protection. 38,000 

strokes per minute. Intelligent memory function (Unit will restart on your last usage 
model). Super charged NI-MH battery 6000mAh, full charged 6 Hours can last up to 25 

days (twice a day based on 2 minute use) 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: USB Rechargeable Sonic toothbrush with 12 Brush 

Heads 
Model Number: TBUSB200-12BK Retail: $31.95   

 

Get those tough stains out with our Powerful sonic Toothbrush. Features: 3 brushing 
modes: Normal, Super, Gum care. 2 minute timer with 30 second interval alert system. 

Smart LED indicator with power shortage reminder and power-off protection. 38,000 
strokes per minute. Intelligent memory function (Unit will restart on your last usage 

model). Super charged NI-MH battery 6000mAh, full charged 6 Hours can last up to 25 

days (twice a day based on 2 minute use) 
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Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: USB Rechargeable Sonic toothbrush with 12 Brush 
Heads 

Model Number: TBUSB200-12GN Retail: $31.95   

 

Get those tough stains out with our Powerful sonic Toothbrush. Features: 3 brushing 
modes: Normal, Super, Gum care. 2 minute timer with 30 second interval alert system. 

Smart LED indicator with power shortage reminder and power-off protection. 38,000 
strokes per minute. Intelligent memory function (Unit will restart on your last usage 

model). Super charged NI-MH battery 6000mAh, full charged 6 Hours can last up to 25 

days (twice a day based on 2 minute use) 

 Brand Name:  Pursonic Model Name: USB Rechargeable Sonic Toothbrush with 12 Heads 

Model Number: TBUSB200-12WH Retail: $34.99   

 

Get those tough stains out with the powerful Sonic Toothbrush. Features: 3 brushing 

modes (normal, super, gum care); 2 minute timer with 30 second interval alert system; 
smart LED indicator with power shortage reminder and power-off protection; 38,000 

strokes per minute intelligent memory function (Unit will restart on your last usage model); 
and super charged NI-MH battery 6000mAh, full charged 6 Hours can last up to 25 days 

(twice a day based on 2 minute use). 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: USB Rechargeable Rotary Toothbrush + Activated 

Coconut Charcoal Powder Natural Teeth Whitener 

Model Number: TBUSB200.CPTW2 Retail: $34.99   

 

Set includes: USB Rechargeable Rotary Toothbrush with 40,000 VPM high vibration. 
Features a 2-minute timer with 30 second reminder and 5 cleaning modes - white, clean, 

sensitive, polish and massage. It is USB rechargeable and includes 3 brush heads. 

Activated Coconut Charcoal Whitening Powder (2 oz.) is infused with grapefruit, 
peppermint and lemon essential oils. Whitens teeth with no sensitivity. Apply a small 

amount of powder to moist toothbrush and brush for 2 minutes. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Professional Salon Quality Flat Iron Hair Straightener 

With A Free Travel Straightener - Pink 
Model Number: TCA1555PK Retail: $29.99   

 

The new advanced metal ceramic heater ensures temperature to reach 450 in 30 seconds 
and provides continuous temps throughout styling. Innovative vent design channels steam 

making the straightener the perfect tool for dry or damp/wet hair. Features: dual voltage 
110V-220V with the use of international wall adapter (not included) for worldwide travel; 

auto shut-off after 60 minutes; 360 swivel cord; digital LCD display and ceramic coated 

plate. 
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Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Professional Salon Quality Flat Iron Hair Straightener 
With A Free Travel Straightener - Red 

Model Number: TCA1555RD Retail: $29.99   

 

The new advanced metal ceramic heater ensures temperature to reach 450 in 30 seconds 
and provides continuous temps throughout styling. Innovative vent design channels steam 

making the straightner the perfect tool for for dry or damp/wet hair. Features: dual voltage 
110V-220V with the use of international wall adapter (not included) for worldwide travel; 

auto shut-off after 60 minutes; 360 swivel cord; digital LCD display and ceramic coated 

plate. 

 Brand Name:  Pursonic Model Name: One Step Hair Dryer & Volumizer Brush 

Model Number: TCA1900 Retail: $49.95   

 

Delivers wonderful volume and brilliant shine in one step. For voluminous blows, place the 
brush under hair near the roots and roll out to the ends. To curl, place hairbrush under the 

ends and hold or for 2-3 seconds before twisting. Reduces heat damage, knots and split 

ends. Features unique air flow vent, improved design for faster drying and less heat 
damage; multiple heat settings for styling flexibility; and lightweight and ergonomic design 

for maximum comfort. Designed to dry, straighten and curl your hair. It rotates 360 
degrees. 1000 W power. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Mini Portable Electric Iron 

Model Number: TI13WH Retail: $29.99   

 

Compact, lightweight, and powerful, this iron is designed to keep your outfits looking crisp 

and professional wherever you go. With advanced heating technology, it quickly reaches 
the optimal temperature for effective wrinkle removal.  Designed to work with both 110V 

and 220V power sources, making it the ideal companion for international travel. Heats up 
rapidly and maintains a consistent temperature throughout your ironing session. The 

ergonomic handle and intuitive controls ensure a hassle-free ironing experience, whether 

you're at home or away. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: LED Lighted Vanity Makeup Mirror - Black 
Model Number: TM16BK Retail: $29.99   

 

Get close to spot tiny hairs, with Pursonic's dimmable LED vanity mirror. Brighten with a 

touch dimmer, powered by 16 LEDs. Recreate daylight for make-up touch-ups and swivel 

for convenience. Detachable 5x mini mirror for precision. Look your best, easily! 
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Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: LED Lighted Vanity Makeup Mirror - White 
Model Number: TM16WH Retail: $29.99   

 

Get close to spot tiny hairs, with Pursonic's dimmable LED vanity mirror. Brighten with a 
touch dimmer, powered by 16 LEDs. Recreate daylight for make-up touch-ups and swivel 

for convenience. Detachable 5x mini mirror for precision. Look your best, easily! 

 Brand Name:  Pursonic Model Name: Touch Screen Makeup Vanity Mirror 
Model Number: TM2 Retail: $17.99   

 

Get close to spot tiny hairs, with Pursonic's dimmable LED vanity mirror. Brighten with a 

touch dimmer, powered by 16 LEDs. Recreate daylight for make-up touch-ups and swivel 

for convenience. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Touchscreen LED Vanity Mirror and Luxurious Gel & Mud 
Face Mask Set 

Model Number: TM2.FM2AM Retail: $34.99   

 

Elevate your beauty routine with our exclusive Glam & Glow Bundle, combining a state-of-

the-art touchscreen vanity mirror with a set of indulgent Gel & Mud face masks. Mirror 
features the brilliance of 16 LED lights and smart touch brightness control - a simple touch 

lets you adjust the brightness. It can be tilted to various angles and is battery powered 
with 4 AAA batteries (not included). Dual Therapy Pack - refreshing Gel Mask is ideal for 

hydrating and revitalizing the skin and the Mud Mask detoxifies and deep cleanses your 

pores. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Touchscreen LED Vanity Mirror and Luxurious Gel & Mud 
Face Mask Set 

Model Number: TM2.FM2CD Retail: $34.99   

 

Elevate your beauty routine with our exclusive Glam & Glow Bundle. Mirror features the 

brilliance of 16 LED lights and smart touch brightness control - a simple touch lets you 
adjust the brightness. It can be tilted to various angles and is battery powered with 4 AAA 

batteries (not included). Charcoal Mud Mask helps draw out impurities like dirt and oil and 
Dead Sea Mineral Mask with Sea Salts & Minerals strengthen the skin tissues, help maintain 

the chemical balance of the skin and stimultes blood circulation. 
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Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Tri-Fold Vanity Makeup Mirror 
Model Number: TM24F Retail: $34.99   

 

See yourself from multiple angles, so you always have the perfect viewpoint. Easily folds 
for convenient storage and travel. Weighted base is sturdy and strong, ensuring a stable 

platform that stays in place. Features: Natural Daylight LEDs 2x brighter and softer 
illumination than similar models; 24 built-in dimmable LEDs closely mimic soft, natural 

sunlight providing you with true-to-life color-correct details; wide viewing area 3-panel 

ultra-reflective mirrors provide multiple viewing angles; and 180° rotation; fully adjustable 
to any desired position. 

 Brand Name:  Pursonic Model Name: Towel Warmer with UV Sterilizer 
Model Number: TW100 Retail: $185.00   

 

This hot-towel cabinet is a must-have for any beauty & personal care business, keeping up 
to 12 small towels warm and germ-free with UV sterilization. Holds 40-45 small, wash 

clothes or 12 facial towels Capacity: 8L 130 watts / 110V / 60HZ. It features a temperature 

regulating Bimetallic Strip Thermostat with a cavity temperature up to 175F. UV Sterilizer 
to kill up to 99.9% of bacterium. Cord Length: 13 inches 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Deluxe Towel Warmer with UV Sterilizer 
Model Number: TW200 Retail: $199.00   

 

Towel warmer with a spacious capacity can hold up to 96 small wash clothes or 24 facial 

towels. UV sterilizer to kill up to 99.9% of bacterium. Capacity 18L. 180 watts/110v/60hz. 
It features a temperature regulating Bimetallic Strip Thermostat with a cavity temperature 

up to 175F. Comes with a water drip pan and interior towel rack. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: 6-Bar Electric Towel Warmer 

Model Number: TW300 Retail: $99.95   

 

Ideal for bathrooms or for any other room in the home. Thanks to its versatile design you 
can use it as a freestanding or wall mounted unit. Dry towels or clothes in the laundry 

room, warm blankets in the bedroom and more. Temperature reaches 122 F optimum 

temperature within 30 minutes. Minimal assembly required: includes wall mounting 
brackets or freestanding feet. It has an aluminum frame with brush chrome-plated finish. 

Ideal for bathrooms-or for any other room in the home. No wiring or plumbing is needed. 
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Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: 10 Bar Stainless Steel Wall Mounted Electric Towel 
Warmer 

Model Number: TW350 Retail: $250.00   

 

Your towels will always be warm and ready for you to enjoy. Dry and warm your towels. 

Heats towels up to 100 degrees quickly. Made of Grade 201 stainless steel. Ten crossbards 

allow optimal drying. 120 Volts. UL approved 5'9" power cord. 

 Brand Name:  Pursonic Model Name: Wall Mounted Electric Towel Warmer 

Model Number: TW360 Retail: $250.00   

 

Your towels will always be warm and ready for you to enjoy. Dry and warm your towels. 

Heats towels up to 100 degrees quickly. Made of  steel. Wall mounted. Seven crossbards 
allow optimal drying. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Wall Mount Electric Towel Warmer with 8 Heated Bars 

Plus 3 Non-heated Bars 

Model Number: TW400 Retail: $250.00   

 

Your towels will always be warm and ready for you to enjoy. Dry and warm your towels. 
Heats towels up to 100 degrees quickly. Made of Grade 201 stainless steel. Eight 

crossbards allow optimal drying. 

Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Bucket Style Towel Warmer 

Model Number: TW500 Retail: $199.00   

 

This towel warmer can comfortably hold 2 large bath towels or 1 throw blanket. It features 

an innovative fragrance insert so towels and blankets come out with a refreshed scent. 

Heats to high temperature in 6 minutes. Heats towels in 10 minutes. 1-touch control can 
provide you with up to 60 minutes of heating. Lighweight and compact design. 60 minute 

auto shut-off after heating cycle. 
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Brand Name: Pursonic Model Name: Portable USB Vacuum 
Model Number: VC1000 Retail: $89.99   

 

This portable USB Vacuum is great for the car, desk or anywhere else you may need to do 
a quick clean-up. It features 6000 Pa super suction; removable dust cap; two speeds; 

multiple suction nozzles and is USB rechargeable and cordless. It has a run time of 30 
minutes. 

 


